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Phase 4
 

Build Your Follow Up
& Contingency Speaking

Week 4



Phase 4 Overview
 

This phase is about how to do a quick follow up, make a real connection,

while setting yourself up as contingency speaker at the same time. We

have created a postcard for you and all you need to do is print it, add your

name, phone and email.

TIP: *Hand write it, this is important, and use color ink to stand out.
 

Again, remember when I told you to track down the contacts info? This is

another reason. Yes, it takes some time, but the payoffs can be huge.

Would you rather spend time doing this or scrolling through FB and

Instagram looking at what your friends had for supper? Use your time well

and make this success path work for you.

 

People don't get real mail anymore. We're sending out postcards to follow

up with your submission and also to set yourself up as a contingency

speaker. The postcard says it all. You can get your postcard here.

 

Tip: If you can’t find a mailing address on the event website for the

organizer, see if you can track down their website to find the address. 

If the organization is using a planning service, be sure to send to the

service.
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https://charlijane.com/forms-and-postcards/


Phase 4 Overview
 

Now, this is LAST RESORT: The reason I have you send postcards is

because it makes you now stand out even further, see how each week

plays off another? 

 

I know it will be easier to find an email and I ONLY want you to send an

email IF you can’t find a mailing address. Most emails get deleted and

that’s why I say send a stand out postcard. 

 

Please don’t give in to the "I don’t have time I’m just going to send out a
batch of emails," – This is just the wrong way of thinking and will lose gigs.

 

The purpose here is to make a good connection that you can further nurture

into a relationship with the planner so she or he will remember you.

 

STOP … before you move forward have you completed the previous

phases? This is important to be taken in steps. If you haven’t finished them,

please go back and do your homework.
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Important: Make sure you watch the video tutorial that goes along with this
Phase, its not long and will help guide you through this process much easier.



Phase 4 Action Plan &
Checklist
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As you go through this Action Plan, check off each one on your checklist below 

I want you to open up your Success Tracker where you made a list of
your gathered leads with the contact info

Grab your follow up postcards here (they are in PDF and can be printed on

your computer or at an office supply store such as Staples or Office Max, etc)

Print out how many postcards you need. Maybe you had 20 leads this week

but could only find 10 mailing address. That’s ok!

Once you printed how many postcards you need, fill in your name, email,

phone and website on the blank lines provided.

Mail out on the last day of phase 4 

Go to your Success Tracker and mark down the date you sent it and how

you delivered it.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1crMgu4X3SEPgMivHj_rRy55lfH5BImFjHDJG6m5zcMQ/edit#gid=1859348621
https://charlijane.com/forms-and-postcards/


Phase 4
Notes & Motivation
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YAY! You completed the 4 phases in your Booked Solid Success Path
 
NOW REPEAT THE PROCESS OF PHASES 1 THROUGH 4 EVERY SINGLE
MONTH TO COMPLETE YOUR BOOKED SOLID SUCCESS PATH!
 
This success path is circular and needs to be worked weekly to get traction and
gigs. 
 
Remember: You can’t give up after one week and expect miracles. It’s a
constant, dedicated effort to grow your business, get booked and reach those
people who need to hear your message.
 
It’s all part of your marketing efforts. We have made a clear path for you, just
follow, repeat and enjoy the rewards of your hard work!
 
I do encourage you to do this work yourself, however, I know some can be very
busy with other things. If that’s the case, you may give an assistant access to
leads for an access charge. They may gather the leads for Phase 1. However,
they will not be allowed to use the BSSP program, you will need to do this
success path and make the connections yourself. 
 

To add your Assistant, follow the instructions in the HUB, the private Members'
only facebook group, or contact us at CharliJaneSpeakers@gmail.com for more

information.
 
 

https://charlijane.com/add-an-assistant/


Phase 4  
Notes & Motivation
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Note: Remember to take a whole week to do this phase. It’s a process and you
shouldn’t be skipping from Phases 1 to 4 and back to 1, you need to stay the
course and on this success path that has been created for you.
 
Do your homework and it will pay off.
 
Support is found in our private Charli Jane Tribe Facebook group and can be
found here.
 

Again, it really is important to follow this success path (the phases), check things off
as you complete them.
 
The goal here is to get booked and get booked solid. If you truly have the desire to
do so, this path can help you make it happen – If you put the work in - This is Key!
 
Stay faithful doing this week after week and repeat the 4 phases in order once

you're done. This is a proven system that opens doors of opportunity for
those who put the effort in. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/CharliJaneTribe

